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Abstract: Very few studies have addressed the gap in literature by examining the travel and activity
patterns of travelers in developing countries to inform future land use and socio-economic planning.
The major purpose of this paper is to determine the factors related with travel and activity space
patterns of residents in Dhaka, Bangladesh. Based on lessons learned from a pilot study, a full
study was undertaken using artificial neural network and regression. A network analyst-based
shortest path network with road network buffer activity space calculation measure was used in
geographic information system. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses were used to identify
attitudinal factor dimensions. Calculated individual activity spaces were found to range from 0.08 to
10.13 square miles. Trip characteristics were found to be significant predictors of individual activity
space. In case of household activity space, D variables (density, design, and destination accessibility)
and household characteristics were found as the most significant. Perceived neighborhood amenities,
car attachment, monetary concerns, transit preferences, perceived daily travel area and environmental
concern were found to shape people’s perception. Weekend activity spaces were more compact
than those for weekdays. Individual day-to-day variability was less during weekdays than on the
weekend. Female and high-income respondents had smaller activity spaces.

Keywords: variability of activity space; urban form; socio-demographics; trip characteristics;
people’s perception

1. Introduction

With an area of only 116.6 square miles, Dhaka Metropolitan Area (DMA) has a population of
approximately 12.6 million people which makes Dhaka as one of the most densely populated cities of
the world [1]. A few gender-based studies tried to explore the travel/activity situation of Dhaka from
spatial planning perspective [2–9] and very few of them focused on spatial/locational distribution of
households. However, as per our knowledge this is the first study analyzing the existing travel behavior
of the residents of Dhaka based on geographic distribution of household activities through calculating
traveler’s activity space. A qualitative research conducted by Islam (1995) aimed to understand the
activity patterns and gender relations of middle-income working women in Dhaka in private and
public space [5] which found that gender division of labor exists and women’s gender roles in the
predominantly patriarchal society create fixity constraints for them which eventually limit their public
activity space. This study was one of very few and was almost the first of its kind to explore activity
and social pattern of women, gender relations and temporal changes in the activity spaces in Dhaka.
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Another gender-based study related with spatial planning conducted by Gomes (2014, 2015) showed
that upgrading women’s socio-economic status expands their activity space and plays an important
role in domestic spatial organization of urban houses in Dhaka [10,11]. In Uddin, Burton, & Khan (2018)
specific environmental barriers were found to reduce female physical activity space [8]. None of the
previous Dhaka studies assessed activity space variation of travelers with respect to their individual
and household characteristics; and attitudes/perceptions and whether they can access essential service
facilities within their travel/activity area. In this context, it was important to establish a relationship
between accessibility to various urban opportunities with travel and spatial behavior and to depict
the variability pattern in the activity spaces of travelers to predict the transport and travel needs of
people as accessibility to necessary urban facilities plays important role in shaping travel behavior
and activity pattern. In addition, it was important to explore the relationship pattern between activity
space and land use, socio-economic, travel characteristics.

A pilot study [12] was undertaken by Sharmeen & Houston (2019) in Dhaka before this full study.
The pilot study results suggested the value of collecting more trip-related information in the full
survey (see Supplementary Materials) within a travel diary of the respondents; therefore, additional
travel characteristics (travel duration, distance, and cost of each trip) were accommodated in this full
survey questionnaire. Sample size and data collection time span (number of days in travel log) were
expanded in this full study. Different sets of indicators were evaluated in this paper. A thorough
literature review was conducted to identify most suitable models, sets of indicators, and measurement
techniques. Based on lessons learned from the Dhaka pilot study, the expanded set of objectives for this
full study include: (1) conduct descriptive analysis of travel-activity patterns in two study sub-areas
(Dhanmondi and Mirpur) and some combined descriptive analysis by weekdays and weekends;
(2) analyze the relationship between travel-activity patterns with built form, socio-economic, travel,
and attitudinal characteristics; (3) establish a relationship between accessibility to various urban
opportunities with travel and spatial behavior by sub-area; (4) examine intrapersonal and interpersonal
variability of household’s activity spaces. Major purpose of the paper is to determine the factors
related with travel and the activity space patterns of residents in one of the densest cities of the
developing world and to test whether the size of the observed activity spaces is associated with land
use, socio-demographics, travel characteristics, and perceptions. This study is expected to respond
to a gap in the literature by examining the travel and activity patterns of travelers in Dhaka City
to inform future land use and socio-economic planning. Significant factors that affect the spatial
distribution of activity locations were explored here and results from the analysis are expected to
be used to reflect on transportation policy guidelines. This article is structured as follows: the next
section reviews research on activity space calculation methods and the factors determining their
sizes and is followed by a description of the research setting, data sources and analytical methods.
This is then followed by an outline of the results, using descriptive statistics, artificial neural networks,
regression modeling, accessibility, and variability analysis. The paper ends with some discussions and
proposals for future research.

2. Literature Review

Several techniques were employed in numerous studies to calculate activity space and to measure
the impact of urban form, socio-demographics, and personal attitudes on human activity spaces and
travel pattern. A general linear model (GLM) was used to determine weekly activity location in
Järv, Ahas, & Witlox (2014) [13]. To measure the residential density (land use mix/diversity analysis,
road connectivity analysis), logistic regression was used [14]. It was used to examine the influence of
the proportion of different land uses on different variables measuring physical activity (walking etc.).
Multi-level regression was used in Lee et al., 2016 [15]. Regression model was used in Tana, Kwan,
& Chai (2016) [16] while hierarchical multiple regression and correlation analysis were used by
Vich and Miralles-guasch (2017) [17]. Guerra et al., 2018 used Logit and OLS models to identify
the impact of population density, land use diversity, intersection density, accessibility measures,
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socio-economic factors, and tcar ownership status [18]. Correlation analysis was conducted between
age and gender with radius, shape, entropy of activity space [19].

According to Handy, Boarnet, Ewing, & Killingsworth (2002); common measures of the built
environment include land use type, density (e.g., residential density), land use mix and street
connectivity (e.g., intersections per km2) [20]. While defining unique areas, some activity space-based
studies used locational information (e.g., addresses, postal codes). The most common method to
calculate activity space has been to establish a circular buffer around a respondent’s geocoded location
at a given radius [21–24]. A shortcoming is that a circle may not accurately represent the spatial area.
Circular buffers are likely to be inaccurate in areas with natural or built features with poor street
connectivity. In such cases, areas within the buffer may be inaccessible by the respondent but still used
to calculate built environment measures. This method includes all land up to a certain distance from
the individual and fails to account for how the existing road network restricts the way an individual
can traverse the landscape. The other buffer approaches (polygon-based and line-based network
buffer) consider how the road network restricts travel, affecting what is accessible within travel. The
polygon-based network buffer uses the end points of certain journeys in the network as the vertices
with which to construct an irregular polygon to define the accessible neighborhood. The method
presented in Oliver, Schuurman, & Hall (2007), defined the 1 km neighborhood by applying a 50 m
buffer to a 950 m line-based network buffer, thus more closely approximating the roads accessible to
the individual [14].

Schönfelder (2006) defined variability as the deviation of behavior from the usual individual
routines and habits which were developed over longer time periods. Inter-personal variability is
the deviation of the individual behavior from the mean behavior of the respective sample or of the
socio-economic group the traveler belongs to. The behavior of an individual or a household varies
considerably if they are observed over periods of time which exceed a pre-defined timespan such as
one day. This kind of variability is called intra-personal variability [25].

Dieleman, Dijst, & Burghouwt (2002) in their study found that apart from urban form and design,
personal attributes and circumstances have an impact on modal choice and distances travelled [26].
High income people are more likely to own and use a private car than low-income households which
is also a common scenario in Dhaka. Another finding of this study was that families with children use
cars more often than one-person households. Trip purpose also found to influence travel mode and
distance. Hägerstrand (1970), in his pioneering work titled “What about People in Regional Science?”,
mentioned about fixity constraints focusing on the issue that despite being in spatial proximity to
any given location, a person cannot travel to it due to some other mandatory works in the given
period [27]. This relates to the spatial-temporal aspect in an individual’s activity space. In recent times,
Mei-Po Kwan (2003; 1998; 1999a; 1999b; 2000; 2002) demonstrated different space-time models to show
disparities in gender accessibility within the same household [28–33].

3. Materials and Methods

Calculation of household activity space [34,35] and person-wise analysis by measuring individual
activity space both were conducted in this paper. For calculating household activity space, locations were
geocoded through creating two types of shapefiles in ArcGIS 10.7.1. Weekday shapefile per
household (HH) defines one location shapefile containing all member’s travel location points from
a specific HH for five consecutive weekdays (day 1–5: for Dhaka weekdays are from Sunday to
Thursday). Weekend shapefile per HH defines another location shapefile containing all member’s
travel location points from a specific HH for two consecutive weekend days (day 6–7: Friday and
Saturday). Thus, each sample HH has at least three or more activity locations and visited at least two
non-home places. With these, intrahousehold variability of activity spaces between weekday and
weekend were assessed/examined following Dharmowijoyo, Dharmowijoyo, Susilo, & Karlstrom(2016);
Dharmowijoyo, Susilo, & Karlström (2014); [36,37]. Regarding the construction of activity spaces for
weekdays and weekend, all declared destinations for 5 weekdays and 2 weekend days were combined,
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respectively, but frequency of visiting each destination (for example: 5 times vs. 1 time per week) were
not considered.

In this paper, to calculate activity length and area (activity space), ArcGIS-based activity space
measure of shortest path network with Road network buffer measure was used as land use characteristics
generally show greater associations with walking using line-based road network buffers rather than
circular buffers. The selection of network or circular buffers has a considerable influence on the results
of analysis. Careful consideration of the most appropriate buffer with which to calculate land use
characteristics is important: 0.5 and 1 mile network buffer (residential network buffers covered by
activity spaces stratified by sociodemographic characteristics); 1 km circular and line based road
network buffer (RNB) (polygon-based network buffer, buffered line-based network buffer: 50 m buffer
to a 950 m line-based network buffer resulting in a 1000 m buffer); 200 m buffer daily path area
was used in the previous literature to calculate activity space [14,15,38]. In this paper, a 0.25-mile
(400 m) road network buffer was used considering a previous study finding [39] on average trip
length of walk mode (15 min) in Dhaka Metropolitan. Therefore, a 400 m buffer was chosen based on
the average travel distance covered in a 5 min walk trip (assuming 5 min as a comfortable walking
distance for all age groups of travelers), to ensure that parcels along the roads would be included
but that most parcels located further from the road (e.g., behind those adjacent to the road) would
not be selected. This method is based on the idea that land use encountered along roads is most
important in characterizing a neighborhood in the way it is experienced by residents walking through
it, and land not accessible to the pedestrian, even if physically nearby, is not part of their 400 m walking
neighborhood. In this paper home-based activity space [40] was calculated. ArcGIS network analyst
was used to calculate the 400 m shortest path network-based buffer along the road network from each
respondent’s postal code centroid (home location) to the destinations visited. Only the portion of
parcels that were within 400 m of the roadway were included in calculations. This may represent a
better approximation of potential destinations locally accessible to the individual respondent.

Descriptive analysis of the variables with comparison of activity spaces across the two
study sub-areas were conducted as per the first objective. Second objective of the paper was to
analyze the effects of residential location characteristics (urban form), socio-demographics, attitudes,
and trip characteristics on the resulting average activity spaces. D variables (development density,
intersection density, accessibility to various service facilities / destination accessibility) were selected to
quantify land use characteristics following Park, Ewing, Sabouri, & Larsen (2019) [41]. Most of the
studies of travel and activity pattern employed different regression analysis due to the method’s ability
of incorporating numerous variables [13–18,21,36,42]. The regression equation can be presented in
many ways, for example:

Ypredicted = β0 + β1 × X1 + β2 × X2 + . . . . . . . . . . . . +βn × Xn

where Yi refers to the dependent variable, Xi (X1 . . . . Xn) refer to the independent variables, β0 is a
constant and β1 . . . . Bn are the coefficients to be estimated. Multiple linear regression was employed
as the preliminary analytical method to investigate the potential impacts in this paper. We examined
both weekday and weekend travel in separate models since previous research indicates weekday
travel-activity patterns can significantly differ from weekend patterns [13]. We examined individual
and household differences on the size of activity spaces using regression model to assess the relative
influence of household, socio-demographic, and accessibility factors on these measures of spatial
behavior for both weekday and weekend trips. Our model assumption is that the dependent variable
is a linear function of the independent variables and takes the following form:

AS = f (HH, SD, TP, ASF, UF, PP)

where f () is a linear function; AS is an activity space measure (RNBAREA: road network buffer area and
SPNLENGTH: shortest path network length), HH is a vector of household factors including presence
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of children, household size, employed persons, presence of elderly persons, car ownership status
and household vehicles, number of cars used; SD is a vector of socio-demographic factors for age,
gender, employment status, occupation, income, marital status, educational level, population density.
TP includes individual travel pattern indicated through use of carpool, work from home or not,
public transit use, average number of trips, trip duration, cost, distance traveled. ASF denotes
accessibility to various service facilities (job, shop, school etc.) and UF indicates land use characteristic
(intersection density). Lastly, PP indicates people’s perception derived from exploratory and
confirmatory factor analysis of 36 Likert scale statements.

Another model we have used in this paper is the artificial neural networks (ANN) model which is
an alternative to the multiple regression analysis to better explain the dependent variable (activity space).
This analytical approach can overcome some limitations of the other model stated. It can handle
nominal, ordinal, and scale variables either as dependent or independent and can handle nonlinearity
relatively easily without knowing beforehand exactly which type of nonlinearity exists. This can
solve highly nonlinear problems; the mixture of data types can be as input into the ANN, making no
assumptions regarding the distribution of the data, and can use many variables or factors, some of
which may be redundant [43]. According to Maithani, Jain, & Arora (2007), ANN based modeling fits
into the category of regression-type model, the aim of which is to establish a functional relationship
between a set of spatial predictor variables that are used to predict the locations of the change in
urban landscape [44]. This is a non-parametric technique for quantifying and modeling complex
travel behavior and patterns. Among the 7 types of artificial neural networks available for analyzing
data, multilayer perceptron (MLP) was used in this paper. The MLP consists of three types of layers,
i.e., input, hidden and output layers. The ANN is described by a sequence of numbers indicating the
number of neurons in each layer.

This study focused on two separate sub-areas: Mirpur from Dhaka North City Corporation
and Dhanmondi from Dhaka South City Corporation based on their distinctive socio-economic and
transportation characteristics. The majority of Mirpur is an unplanned residential area; building and
road networks here follow no specific pattern and in most of the cases, residential buildings violate
the setback and floor-area ratio (FAR) rules of city building regulations. On the other hand,
in Dhanmondi, residential areas are mixed with commercial areas. Lots of mixed-use buildings
are there. Planned residential area with grid iron pattern road network is the main feature in
Dhanmondi. Profile of the two study sub-areas (description of the case city, why these neighborhoods
were represented, how they are similar/different), survey design and primary data collection procedure
(what households were contacted, sampling method, how was the survey carried out) were discussed
in detail within our pilot data analysis-based paper [12] which was also published in Urban Science.
Two study sub-areas in Dhaka are shown in Figure 1.

Overall, 1000 households and 1790 travel logs from these households were taken as study sample.
As numbers of surveyors were few so, the total survey period was quite long. Although the weeks
surveyed vary across households, it was tried to ensure that the results could not be affected by
characteristics of surveyed weeks, for instance dry/wet seasons. Accordingly, we attempted to select
a normal week to survey each of the households. In the travel log (trip diary), provided to each
member from the selected households aged greater than 10 years (if children under this age mostly
visit with other adult family members), they were asked about the specific address of their destinations.
Parcel data instead of precise xy coordinates for activity locations were used while geocoding in
ArcGIS. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was needed before any primary data collection
for research and IRB approval was taken from University of California, Irvine (UCI), whereas, as an
exempt category of research, no such kind of approval is necessary in Bangladesh for primary data
collection. Any non-household member who presented in the household during survey time did not
fill out surveys. Confidentiality was maintained for collecting female travel logs. One precondition of
IRB approval was to make sure people feel protected and can provide their answers especially in case
of female respondents without a male controlling them. Mostly one family from each housing unit
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was surveyed in case of housing units with multiple families. Address list from the municipalities
were obtained and every 10th household from that list was contacted. Study sample was stratified
within the population as per sub areas. So, it can be said that stratified random sampling method
was followed in case of recruiting households. A “normal week” with weekend was studied for
each household as the distributions of activities over the weekends are also important. All members
from the selected households who traveled outside during the respective selected survey weeks
(keeping the home location as the origin of the first trip of each day) filled out the logs. Each trip
along with all trip segments respondents take during each day of the week was considered. The route
taken was not declared. While calculating activity area, the shortest path was assumed as the actual
path taken. Multiple plausible routes were not tested which is a limitation of this method. In case
of secondary databases, road network data and land use dataset sources were Local Government
Engineering Department (LGED), Capital development authority RAJUK, 2016; and Dhaka Structure
Plan 2016-35 [45]. Previously for pilot data analysis [12], the 2010 dataset was used but for this paper,
the most recent available datasets were used.
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4. Results

4.1. Comparative Analysis between Two Study Sub-Areas

In Dhanmondi, car ownership was found to be higher than Mirpur. In Dhanmondi, 18.4% of the
sample owned another vehicle (bicycle/motorcycle/CNG/rickshaw) other than a car and about 47.5%
owned a car. While in the case of car ownership, Mirpur is lagging far behind (only 16%), in the case of
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another vehicle ownership, it is almost like Dhanmondi. Independent sample T-tests were conducted
for a set of indicators (household size, number of employees, number of cars, number of children and
elder persons, distance traveled, travel cost, trip duration) to compare both areas in Table 1. All these
indicator’s mean values were found to be significantly different between the two areas except number
of elderlies, and distance traveled.

Table 1. Area-wise independent sample T test results for some variables. Df: degree of freedom.
HH: Household.

Study Sub-Area Mean F Sig. t df Sig. (2-Tailed)

HH size
Dhanmondi 3.01 0.716 0.398 −7.113 987 0.000

Mirpur 3.50 −7.109 975.531 0.000
Number of employed persons in

the HH
Dhanmondi 1.87 46.327 0.000 3.348 984 0.001

Mirpur 1.79 3.353 956.480 0.001
Number of cars HH use for

travel including office vehicles
Dhanmondi 1.27 53.210 0.000 3.320 291 0.001

Mirpur 1.07 4.216 212.434 0.000
Number of Children belong to

4–14 years
Dhanmondi 1.14 17.443 0.000 −2.261 372 0.024

Mirpur 1.25 −2.330 366.843 0.020
Number of Elderly persons in the

HH > 65 years
Dhanmondi 1.18 0.008 0.928 −0.045 119 0.964

Mirpur 1.18 −0.045 74.840 0.964

Daily average distance (km) Dhanmondi 12.61 2.279 0.131 0.180 1739 0.857
Mirpur 12.49 0.182 1732.092 0.856

Daily average travel
time (minute)

Dhanmondi 114.05 58.586 0.000 11.299 1777 0.000
Mirpur 78.85 11.168 1580.607 0.000

Daily average travel cost (BDT) Dhanmondi 100.77 26.236 0.000 7.697 1424 0.000
Mirpur 60.37 7.520 1197.980 0.000

Human travel behavior varies with automobile ownership. A comparative scenario of both study
sub-areas is portrayed here in Figure 2. For obvious reasons, households with car ownership had higher
level of preference towards the use of cars in both the areas. On the other hand, households which did
not own an automobile showed a higher level of preference for rickshaw in Dhanmondi and in Mirpur,
respondents’ preferred travel mode was found to be bus. Rickshaw is a non-motorized three-wheeled
vehicle, mainly used to travel short distances. This behavior can be explained by the higher modal
share of bus (39%) in Mirpur and rickshaw (17.2%) in Dhanmondi and comparatively higher average
travel cost found (Table 1) in Dhanmondi. Since Dhanmondi was developed with the characteristics of
a planned residential area with traditional grid pattern roads (and collector or access roads), there is a
greater potential for short distance trips within the area, which is more readily supported by rickshaws.
Given the demographic differences between the two selected study sub-areas, these travel behavioral
differences are not surprising, and contribute to the transportation literature.
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4.2. Comparative Analysis between Weekdays and Weekend by Two Study Sub-Areas

On an average, Dhanmondi households were found to have larger activity length and space in
comparison to Mirpur during weekdays but opposite during weekends. Huge differences between
weekday and weekend activity area were found in Dhanmondi but in Mirpur not much variation was
observed (Table 2).

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of household activity length using shortest path network (SPN) method
and HH activity space/area using road network buffer (RNB) method.

Activity Length (in mile) Activity Space (in sq. mile)

Avg 1 Max 2 Min 3 Avg 1 Max 2 Min 3

Dhanmondi
Weekday 12.017 42.042 1.828 2.984 10.629 0.262

Weekend 6.384 26.84 1.675 1.437 7.0741 0.222

Mirpur
Weekday 11.164 39.358 1.667 2.651 9.875 0.22

Weekend 11.094 42.373 1.661 2.644 10.794 0.219
1 Average; 2 Maximum; 3 Minimum.

In Figure 3, individual activity areas ranged from 0.08 to 10.13 square miles. While calculating
travel distance and trip duration, similar findings for activity area and length were observed for both
study sub-areas in comparing between weekdays and weekends (Figure 4).
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4.3. Combined Analysis of Both Areas

Comparative analysis between weekdays and weekends was done for both areas in a combined
manner. To explore the relationship between people’s perception and actual behavior, a gender-based
analysis was conducted (Figure 5). While comparing between perception regarding travel mode and
actual practice, it was found that actual use of all other modes (specially bus and car use) except
walking matched with both male and female preference. In the case of walking, a considerable
percentage of both male and female respondents expressed their urge to walk but, less than 5% walk
to work. Use of rickshaw also experienced a decline in comparison to the perception or preference
towards this mode. So, overall, it can be said that respondents normally expressed preference towards
sustainable travel modes (walking, rickshaw) during the survey but in a real scenario, they chose travel
modes with respect to comfort and availability. For example, in the Dhaka context, if somebody has
accessibility to private automobile, he/she will be very much unlikely to switch to alternative travel
modes. Dhaka’s unplanned traffic infrastructure promoting car use can be one of the main reasons for
this travel behavior.
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to workplace.

In Figures 6 and 7, activity-travel pattern visualizations for all seven days (day wise percentage of
trips by trip purpose and modal share analysis) were created to analyze the variation of trip purposes
and travel modes. The percentage share of trips by purpose for all seven days was mostly similar
among weekdays (day 1 to 5) and between two weekend days; day 6 and 7 (Figure 6). Work trips
comprise a significant share of all trips as previously mentioned. School trips are also another major
trip type for Dhaka. Return trips to home were found to represent the most common purpose for all
trips (these trips were geocoded under trip purpose: home) and travelers normally use the same route
or area to return. Days 1–7 are the same days of week for all participants (i.e., day 1 is Sunday and day
7 is Saturday for all).
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HH: human hauler.

Home was already denoted as the origin of the first trip (first activity location in most cases) so in
activity space analysis, the return trip to home was not considered. Home as trip purpose dominates
among all trip purposes for all seven days except one (day 3) as most respondents start daily trip
from home and return to home after visiting different activity locations (see Figure 6). Work is the
second most dominant trip purpose which was found to secure the highest position on day 3. School is
another prominent trip purpose for the travelers from both study sub-areas. Large share of school
trips is mainly due to the reason that adult members of the household normally accompany the child
to school every day. A higher share of shopping and social contact trips is observed in day 6 and 7
which are weekend days. Work trip shows lowest daily share on day 6 as this day is Friday which is
the general weekly religious holiday in Bangladesh.

In Figure 7, car and bus as travel modes dominate the modal share for all seven days of the survey
week, indicating both private automobile and public transit dependency of people of the study areas
(Dhanmondi is more car dependent and Mirpur is predominantly transit dependent). Among the
seven days, car dominates only one single day while bus dominates in modal share for the rest of the
days. A significant percentage of respondents use rickshaws; for one single day in the week, the share
of rickshaw rides was found as the highest modal share. After these three modes, walking contributes
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significantly to daily travel. Bicycle, human hauler, taxi, and jeep make up a very limited share of
travel modes.

Quantification of attitudinal responses will be done in the next section (Section 4.4: Factor Analysis)
of this paper to use in the model. From survey responses, importance of protecting the environment
(7.0 out of 7.0) came out as the dominant attitude. Lack of comfort in transit (6.98) was next in
importance, followed by easy accessibility to service facilities within daily activity space (6.97).
Importance of car (3.35) and car as a symbol of social status (3.8) came out as the least important
attributes. The following attitudes were ranked as least important: less use of car to protect the
environment; feeling of restriction, deprivation, and social exclusion for not having a car. One of the
least important attitudes found (less use of car to protect the environment) is somewhat like the most
dominant attitude found which is protecting the environment.

4.4. Factor Analysis

Factor analysis is needed to convert the attitudinal question statements into a smaller set of
factors so that those can be included as independent variables in transportation models. To conduct
a factor analysis in most studies [46–51], the main respondent in each household was asked to
rank some attitude- or perception-related statements on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from
1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The first step in analyzing participant responses to attitudinal
questions was to use exploratory factor analysis to reduce the large number of questions to a smaller
set of factors for regression analysis. Then, principal component analysis was used as the extraction
method with varimax rotation for most of the studies. Based on a scree plot showing the variance
explained by each factor, a fixed number of factors were chosen for analysis in most of the cases.
Then, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each factor to assess reliability and to evaluate the internal
consistency of the factors.

From Table 3, it was found that almost 85.6% of the variability can be explained by underlying
factors indicating better sampling adequacy. After applying principal axis factoring as an extraction
method with the help of rotated eigenvalues in total variance explained and scree plots, 10 factors were
found from 36 attitudinal questions. The factors were arranged in descending order based on the most
explained variance. Respondents were asked to indicate their preferences on a seven-point ordinal scale
ranging from “Strongly disagree” to “Strongly agree” regarding variables. These 36 variables were then
factor analyzed in SPSS17.0. Statements were grouped under 10 factors to be added in the regression
model. In each factor analysis, the number of factors was determined based on the interpretability
of the factors, combined with interpretation of the scree plot and all eigenvalues larger than one.
A pattern matrix was built indicating which statements are most strongly associated with each factor.
The extraction method using principal component analysis and the rotation method including Varimax
with Kaiser Normalization were used. Rotation was converged in 16 iterations. Only factor loadings
higher than 0.200 (in magnitude) were reported. Loadings higher than 0.300 characterize the factors to
a large extent and they enrich the interpretation of certain factors.

Table 3. Dimension Reduction: Factor Analysis.

KMO and Bartlett’s Test

Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy 0.856

Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity

Approx. Chi-Square 11,926.151

df 630

Sig. 0.000

To evaluate the internal consistency of the factors, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for each.
All the factors have Cronbach’s alpha of 0.7 or higher, while the recommended minimum is 0.60 in case
of exploratory research [52]. In case of combined reliability statistics, Cronbach’s alpha values were
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found as 0.768 and 0.831 (standardized) according to which it can be said that Cronbach’s alpha values
show sufficient internal reliability in this paper.

4.5. GIS Applications of Methods for Representing Activity Space

Quantification and mapping of activity space will be done in this section. The shortest path
network (SPN) and road network buffer (RNB) were applied on the travel log data collected through
the Dhaka travel survey. Due to the limited number of daily trips found from the Dhaka full survey,
we calculated weekday household activity area comprising all locations visited during five consecutive
weekdays by all household members and weekend household activity area comprising all locations
visited during two consecutive weekend days by all household members. Even though both types
of activity space contain different number of days, some weekday-to-weekend intrahousehold and
intrapersonal variability in activity space will be explored in Section 4.9: Variability of Activity Spaces.
Though not every household was of same size (equal number of members), inter household activity
space variability can be analyzed as Dhaka travel log comprised all travels conducted by the selected
household members in the selected survey weeks. Travel information of any selected household
members which was not included in the travel log did not travel outside in the respective survey weeks.
These individuals are mainly non adult (children), elderly people and in some cases unemployed
females (homemakers) and some members working from home. Later, individual weekday and
weekend activity space was calculated for a sample size of 1000 (by taking one individual from each
household). Individual activity space also takes part in further analysis for this paper. The reason
for not calculating the daily activity space in this paper is mainly because some initial analysis for
capturing day-to-day variation in activity space showed repetitive daily activity locations visited along
the five weekdays.

The shortest path network complemented with road network buffer method was used to
calculate activity space, as this method does not overestimate the spatial area traveled by the
respondents. The SPN and RNB methods are useful for investigating the accessibility to potential
services/opportunities, which will be explored later in this paper in Section 4.8: Household Accessibility
Using Activity Space. The sample shortest path networks with 400 m road network buffer for one
individual respondent from both study sub-areas are shown in Figure 8.

It can be noticed here that for Dhanmondi respondent (Figure 8a) weekday activity space is
smaller in comparison to the weekend which is a little bit unusual as in Dhaka people travel more
during weekdays in comparison to weekends (mandatory activities are mostly undertaken rather than
discretionary activities which was one of the initial hypothesis of this study). Mirpur respondents’
weekday activity space was calculated as bigger than the weekend activity area (Figure 8b). The road
network buffer for both areas in both weekdays and weekend days with the separate-path network is
shown in Figure 9, which depicts the buffer (RNB) with transparency, so that the SPN travel paths
around which the RNB are based is visible. Although several maps are produced using GIS, due to
the overlapping buffer areas among the respondents, the resultant outputs are not that much clearer
with maps.
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Figure 8. Visualization of WDAS (Weekday Activity Space) and WEAS (Weekend Activity Space)
based on activity locations by SPN with RNB method: (a) an example of a 2 member HH living in
Dhanmondi and (b) an example of a 3 member HH living in Mirpur. WEAL: weekend activity length,
WDAL: weekday activity length, WEAP: weekend activity point, WDAP: weekday activity point.
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4.6. Quantification and Mapping of Built Form Indicators

Quantitative measures of built form indicators were selected in this paper according to data
availability and applicability (Table 4).
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Table 4. Measures for built form indicators used in this study.

Indicators Measures

Built form indicators

Diversity � Entropy index (land use diversity)

Design
� Number of intersections within the activity area of each

respondent (number of junctions >3 considered as
one intersection)

Density

� Job/employment density (number of offices within the activity
area of each respondent)

� Population density 1 (ward wise population density per sq. mile
within the activity area of each respondent). This is a
socio-demographic variable not a built environment indicator.

� Residential density (number of residential homes within the
activity area of each respondent)

Destination
Accessibility

� Respondent’s accessibility to urban opportunities/service
facilities (number of opportunities within the activity area of
each respondent). Here, two opportunities (schools and retail
shops) are being considered.

1 Population density is a socio-demographic indicator not a built environmental characteristic.

In terms of road connectivity, the activity space of respondents from Mirpur was found to have
relatively better connectivity in comparison to Dhanmondi (Figure 10). While calculating activity
space, weekdays cover all the trips along five consecutive weekdays and weekends cover all trips
along two consecutive weekend days of the survey week (capturing the scenario of all 7 days).
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Figure 10. Study sub-area-wise intersection density during weekdays and weekends.

4.7. Model Development

4.7.1. Multiple Regression Analysis

Multiple regression was carried out after dummy coding variable as multiple regression cannot
handle a nominal variable with more than two levels. For this reason, some independent variables
were recoded as dummy variable. Some other variables were taken as reference variables to compare
with and were excluded from the analysis. First, multicollinearity was checked among the predictor
(independent) variables used in Model 1 and 2. There was no collinearity issue between any of the
pairs of independent variables except between two pairs of variables which were (a) use of carpool to
work and work from home and (b) employment status: not employed and occupation: unemployed
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(this pair was expected to be correlated). For these pairs, stronger Pearson correlation values of 0.735
and 0.859 arose.

(1) Model 1: Individual Weekday Model

Collinearity diagnostics (Tolerance < 0.1; Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) > 10 and Tolerance < 0.2;
VIF > 5) were checked. Here, for employment status: not employed and occupation: unemployed,
VIF values were greater than 5. So, there was an issue of multicollinearity between these two
independent variables, one of the variables (employment status: not employed with higher VIF) was
dropped from the model. Adjusted R square 0.236 tells us that 23.6% of the variance in dependent
variable is explained by the independent variables (Table 5). From ANOVA table (Table 6), we have
statistically significant findings (p-value < 0.05). Overall, the regression model is significant while
taking this study’s set of predictor variables as a group; they predict the dependent variable activity
space significantly.

Table 5. Model Summary.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Change Statistics

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F

Change

1 0.526 a 0.277 0.236 1.22025 0.277 6.852 32 573 0.000
a Predictors.

Table 6. ANOVA Table.

ANOVA b

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1
Regression 326.485 32 10.203 6.852 0.000 a

Residual 853.210 573 1.489
Total 1179.695 605

a Predictors; b Dependent Variable.

From coefficient values, it was found that age category dummy (18–20 years), income level dummy
(less than USD 177), average daily distance traveled and average daily trip duration during weekdays
have a statistically significant impact on outcome variable of this model: individual weekday activity
space with p-value < 0.05. From unstandardized coefficients, it can be said that gender (female),
unemployed and retired respondents with respect to students; age category (18–20) and (25–34) years
with respect to middle age group (35–54), high income group (income greater than 887 USD) with
respect to middle income group (356–592 USD), education level: primary (less than standard class five)
and Higher Secondary Certificate (HSC) which is mainly equivalent to community college degree with
respect to graduate, unmarried with respect to married people, average daily distance traveled during
weekdays and seven perception-related factors are negatively associated with individual weekday
activity space. The more these individual characteristics are observed within a respondent, the smaller
their activity spaces are. With the increase in all other variable units, individual activity space increases
during weekdays.

(2) Model 2: Individual Weekend Model

While checking the collinearity diagnostics for employment status: not employed and occupation:
unemployed, VIF values were greater than five. So, there was an issue of multicollinearity between
these two independent variables, one of the variables (employment status: not employed with higher
VIF) was dropped from the model. The adjusted R square 0.295 means that 29.5% of the variance in
the dependent variable is explained by the independent variables (Table 7). From the ANOVA table
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(Table 8), we have statistically significant findings (p-value < 0.05). It can be said that the regression
model is significant as we have an R2 significantly greater than zero.

Table 7. Model Summary.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Change Statistics

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F

Change

1 0.581 a 0.337 0.295 1.08537 0.337 8.090 32 509 0.000
a. Predictors.

Table 8. ANOVA Table.

ANOVA b

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1
Regression 304.972 32 9.530 8.090 0.000 a

Residual 599.612 509 1.178
Total 904.584 541

a Predictors; b Dependent Variable.

From coefficient values, it was found that the variables public transit use, income level dummy
(USD 177–355), average daily trip duration and average daily travel cost during weekdays have a
significant impact on the outcome variable of this model (p-value < 0.05): individual weekend
activity space. Among the 10 perception-related factors, five factors have significant impact.
From unstandardized coefficients, it can be said that work from home, three perception-related
factors, gender (female), unemployed, govt. service and retired respondents with respect to students;
aged people from the category greater than 65 years old with respect to the middle age group (35–54),
low (less than USD 177) and high income groups (income greater than USD 887) with respect to
the middle income group (BDT 356–592), education level: primary, highly educated with respect to
graduates and unmarried with respect to married people are negatively associated with individual
weekend activity space. Standardized coefficients indicate change in standard deviations of the
independent variable in comparison to each of the dependent variables.

Multicollinearity was checked among the predictor (independent) variables used in Model 3 and
4. No collinearity issue was found between any of the pairs of independent variables except between
two pairs of variables which are job density per sq. mile within household weekday and weekend
activity space and school density per sq. mile within household weekday and weekend activity space.
For these, stronger Pearson correlation values of 0.827 and 0.759 were found.

(3) Model 3: Household Weekday Model

There was no issue of multicollinearity between any of the pairs of independent variables as after
checking collinearity diagnostics all Variance Inflation Factors were less than 5. Adjusted R square of
0.523 means that 52.3% of the variance in dependent variable is explained by the independent variables
(Table 9). From ANOVA table (Table 10) we have statistically significant finding (p-value < 0.05). It can
be said that the regression model is significant as we have an R2 significantly greater than zero. In the
case of model fit, the household weekday model is better than weekend model and both individual
models (weekday and weekend).
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Table 9. Model Summary.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Change Statistics

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F

Change

1 0.739 a 0.547 0.523 1.59137 0.547 23.249 14 270 0.000
a Predictors.

Table 10. ANOVA Table.

ANOVA b

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1
Regression 824.275 14 58.877 23.249 0.000 a

Residual 683.768 270 2.532
Total 1508.043 284

a Predictors; b Dependent Variable.

From coefficient values, it was found that D variables (job density/sq. mile, shop density,
population density within weekday activity space), number of cars used/household, number of
household members surveyed, and other vehicle ownership dummy (bicycle) have a significant
impact on the outcome variable of this model (p-value < 0.05): weekday household activity
space. From unstandardized coefficients, it can be said that the variables intersections, job, shop,
population density, household size >=5 with respect to household size 4 are negatively associated with
household weekday activity space. With the increase in all other variable units, household activity
space increased during weekdays. If we consider household weekday activity length as a dependent
variable in place of activity space, a similar finding emerged.
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(4) Model 4: Household Weekend Model

No issue of multicollinearity was found between any of the pairs of independent variables as
after checking collinearity diagnostics all Variance Inflation Factors were less than 5. Adjusted R
square of 0.503 means that 50.3% of the variance in the dependent variable is explained by the
independent variables (Table 11). From ANOVA table (Table 12), we have statistically significant
findings (p-value < 0.05). It can be said that the regression model is significant as we have an R2

significantly greater than zero.

Table 11. Model Summary.

Model R R Square Adjusted R
Square

Std. Error of
the Estimate

Change Statistics

R Square
Change F Change df1 df2 Sig. F

Change

1 0.727 a 0.528 0.503 1.17591 0.528 21.443 12 230 0.000
a Predictors.

Table 12. ANOVA Table.

ANOVA b

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1
Regression 355.811 12 29.651 21.443 0.000 a

Residual 318.038 230 1.383
Total 673.849 242

a Predictors; b Dependent Variable.

From coefficient values, it was found that D variables (job density/sq. mile, school density,
retail shop density within weekend activity space), household size dummy (2 members) and
household size dummy (≥5 members) have a significant impact on the outcome variable of this
model (p-value < 0.05): weekend household activity space. From unstandardized coefficients it can be
said that number of cars used in a household, job, school, shop density, household size 2 with respect
to household size 4, other vehicle ownership: rickshaw with respect to motorcycle, are negatively
associated with household weekend activity space. If we consider household weekend activity length
as the dependent variable in place of activity area, similar findings arose.
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4.7.2. Artificial Neural Network

(1) Model 1: Individual Weekday Model

The top three most important variables (with better co-efficient from linear regression) for both the
individual models are mainly trip-related characteristics: average daily distance traveled, trip duration
and travel cost during weekday (Figures 11 and 12). Both the model’s relative errors are moderately
high for training and testing variables (Tables 13 and 14). Gender and employment status show
insignificance in impacting the outcome variable: individual weekday and weekend activity space.

Table 13. Model Summary.

Training

Sum of Squares Error 125.440
Relative Error 0.619

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive step(s) with no decrease in error a

Training Time 0:00:00.277

Testing Sum of Squares Error 59.004
Relative Error 0.643

Dependent Variable: individual weekday activity space in sq. mile
a Error computations are based on the testing sample.
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(2) Model 2: Individual Weekend Model

Table 14. Model Summary.

Training

Sum of Squares Error 97.070
Relative Error 0.535

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive step(s) with no decrease in error a

Training Time 0:00:00.292

Testing Sum of Squares Error 72.906
Relative Error 0.649

Dependent Variable: individual weekend activity space in sq. mile
a Error computations are based on the testing sample.
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(3) Model 3: Household Weekday Model

All the lines in the network are the relations we estimated (Figure 13). The darker the blue line,
the stronger the relations. In both the input layer (left most layer in the network) and hidden layer
(middle layer in the network), there are error terms called bias which in this case is pretty strong on the
hidden layer but weak on the output layer (right-most layer is the outcome). There are two units in
one hidden layer. There are 12 input factors in household weekday model. Among them, the stronger
effect was observed from car and other vehicle ownership, intersection, retail shop, and residential
density. Activity length is better explained by the model in comparison to activity space (darker line
connecting hidden layer and activity length).

If we see the model summary (Table 15) we can see the error is minimized (less relative
error observed in comparison to the individual model). This model is also better than weekend
household model with respect to model fit (Table 16). From parameter estimates, weak effect of bias is
observed of hidden layer on output layer: activity length. In Figure 14, the top three most important
variables for household weekday model are mainly D variables (density and destination accessibility):
Population and job density within weekday activity space. Another one is accessibility to service
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facility—school—within weekday activity space. Number of cars in a household, household size and
number of employee/HH were found as the three least important variables in impacting the outcome
variable: household weekday activity space.Urban Sci. 2020, 4, x FOR PEER REVIEW 20 of 31 
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Table 15. Model Summary.

Training

Sum of Squares Error 2.548

Average Overall Relative Error 0.094

Relative Error for
Scale Dependents

weekday activity length in mile 0.094

weekday activity space in sq. mile 0.095

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive step(s) with no
decrease in error a

Training Time 0:00:00.004

Testing

Sum of Squares Error 0.614

Average Overall Relative Error 0.053

Relative Error for
Scale Dependents

weekday activity length in mile 0.046

weekday activity space in sq. mile 0.059
a Error computations are based on the testing sample.

Table 16. Model Summary.

Training

Sum of Squares Error 10.101

Average Overall Relative Error 0.439

Relative Error for
Scale Dependents

weekend activity length in mile 0.504

weekend activity space in sq. mile 0.375

Stopping Rule Used 1 consecutive step(s) with no
decrease in error a

Training Time 0:00:00.006

Testing

Sum of Squares Error 2.861

Average Overall Relative Error 0.359

Relative Error for
Dependents

weekend activity length in mile 0.332

weekend activity space in sq. mile 0.386
a Error computations are based on the testing sample.
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(4) Model 4: Household Weekend Model

There are error terms called bias which in this case are strong on the hidden layer but weak
on the output layer (right most layer is the outcome). There are 11 input factors here in this model.
Among them, the stronger effect was observed for retail shop, school, and job density, car ownership,
number of employees in household. Unlike the weekday model, here, activity space is better explained
by the model in comparison to activity length. If we see the model summary (Table 16), we can see the
error is minimized (less relative error observed in comparison to the individual models: see Tables 13
and 14). From parameter estimates, the weak effect of bias is observed of hidden layer on output layer
(activity space). In Figure 15, the top three most important variables for household weekend model
are mainly D variable (destination accessibility)—accessibility to two service facilities, retail shop and
school within the weekend activity space and the other one is household size. Car and other vehicle
ownership and like the weekday model, number of cars used by household, were found to be the least
important in impacting the outcome variable: household weekend activity space.
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4.8. Household Accessibility Using Activity Space

In this paper, under the third objective of the study, accessibility to different urban opportunities
(educational institution/school, hospital, recreation, retail shop, restaurant, open space) within activity
spaces of the households was examined. Secondary database containing geocoded opportunities in
ArcGIS-generated structure shape files were collected. To examine accessibility, three sets of descriptive
statistics were examined: (1) mean and median of each category opportunities within household
activity space, (2) % of households with at least one opportunity within their activity space, and (3)
correlation between activity space and number of opportunities. From Table 17, it has been found that
activity space (road network buffer area) has the highest percentage (100%) with at least one school,
hospital, retail shop and restaurant facility for both weekday and weekend trips, which indicates that
each individual household has at least one of these four facilities within their activity space.
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Table 17. Access to opportunities for road network buffer by Dhanmondi and Mirpur respondents for
weekday and weekend activity.

Measure of Activity Space

Dhanmondi Weekday Dhanmondi Weekend Mirpur Weekday Mirpur Weekend

M MD R M MD R M MD R M MD R

C

S 363.07 353.5 30–880 177.69 147 1–562 206.27 196.5 15–597 228.21 210 1–665

H 243.34 214.5 19–641 107.47 102 1–301 81.24 −72 0–295 88.47 78 0–330

RF 3.26 2 0–21 0.35 0 0–5 5.09 3 0–23 11.898 5 0–48

RS 912.49 800 74–3285 515.4 463 65–2417 1201.78 1139.5 28–3516 1252.83 1165 15–3651

R 81.86 72.5 11–260 39.08 35 0–121 35.89 32 0–135 40.5 39 0–119

OS 7.67 5 0–33 5.54 2 0–25 76.75 2 0–261 63.75 2 0–216

%

S 100 100 100 100

H 100 100 98.99 99.15

RF 71.28 18.24 64.59 68.298

RS 100 100 100 100

R 100 99.71 99.396 99.57

OS 89.21 78.53 62.78 61.91

CR

S 0.42 0.47 0.45 0.44

H 0.6 0.6 0.72 0.608

RF 0.45 0.4 0.22 0.004

RS 0.74 0.686 0.65 0.618

R 0.72 0.638 0.735 0.748

OS 0.261 0.066 −0.06 0.04

S = school, H = hospital, RF = recreational facilities, RS = retail shop, R = restaurants, OS = open space. M = mean,
MD = median, R = range. C = count (number of opportunities), % = percent with at least one opportunity,
CR = correlation between area and number of opportunities.

On the other hand, recreational facilities and open space were found to have lower mean, median,
range and lower percent with at least one opportunity which proves that they are very few within the
city corporation area. Surprisingly, only 18.24% of respondents had one recreational facility within the
weekend activity space of Dhanmondi residents, while more recreational facilities were supposed to be
accessed within the weekend travel area. Positive correlations were observed between the activity area
and number of all opportunities for both the study sub-area respondents except open space and Mirpur
resident’s weekday activity space. The association was strong for hospital, retail shop and restaurant
facility (correlation value found >0.6), but weak correlation values were found between recreational
facility and Mirpur resident’s activity area, as well as between open space and activity space from
both area respondents. In the case of sub-area-wise analysis, Dhanmondi had less recreational areas in
comparison to Mirpur.

4.9. Variability of Activity Spaces

Figures 16 and 17 give the average activity length and space values for the seven consecutive
days along a week (Sunday to Saturday), broken down for different variables. It shows that both
types of values are higher for weekdays in most of the cases, demonstrating that respondents visit
more spread-out locations during the weekdays. Though this finding is somewhat evident due to
the reason that weekdays examined in this paper are more in number in comparison to weekend
days, we excluded repetitive trips along different days while geocoding so it can be said that this
method attempted to reduce bias to a minimum level in cases of variation of the number of days
between weekdays and weekend. There are some exceptions to the above finding. Households with
two dependent children from 4–14 years age group have larger activity area during weekend days
in comparison to weekdays (see Figure 16c). Similarly, households with two elderly persons above
65 years also tend to have activity centroids farther from their home locations during weekends.
Households who own motorized vehicles (motorcycle and CNG in particular) are more mobile during
weekend (Figure 16f), in the sense that they visit more spread-out activity locations but with car
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ownership, households possess larger activity area during weekdays. With cars they travel farther
from home during weekdays compared to during weekends (Figure 16d). Another finding to notice
here is that households without cars travel much more during weekends in comparison to households
with cars.
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Respondents who live in study sub-area Dhanmondi tend to have activity centroids farther
from their home locations than respondents living in Mirpur during weekdays; during weekends,
the opposite situation occurs (Figure 16b). Activity space variability of travelers who reside in
Dhanmondi between weekdays and weekends is much larger than it is for Mirpur. Figure 16a
shows that respondents in households with two members/dual (couple) households have higher
activity space values during weekdays than respondents who belong to either single-person or
more-than-two-member households. However, in case of activity length, households with more
members tend to have longer commutes that are farther from home. Households with five or more
members have the highest activity length value. Surprisingly if there is one elder person in the family,
activity space is found to be slightly bigger in comparison to the cases with two elders. In Figure 16d,
households with car ownership are more mobile, in the sense that they visit more spread-out activity
locations during weekdays but during weekends the opposite happens.

In case of individual travel, respondents from the 18–20 years age group with an education level
completing secondary school and higher secondary (community college) degree visit more distant
places during weekends in comparison to weekdays (see Figure 17b,c). High-income respondents
have lower activity space values than those with low and middle incomes and visit activity locations
farther from home on weekdays in comparison to weekend (Figure 17e). From Figure 17a, it was found
that male respondents have a larger activity space (travel area) in comparison to females during both
weekdays and weekends.

5. Discussion

Average weekday activity space for the respondents from Dhanmondi (1.85 sq. miles) was larger
than that of respondents from Mirpur (1.55 sq. miles) which indicates slightly more dispersed activity
locations for Dhanmondi over Mirpur during weekdays. On the other hand, average weekend activity
space for the respondents from Mirpur (1.6 sq. miles) was much larger than that of respondents from
Dhanmondi (0.88 sq. miles). An initial hypothesis regarding this finding was that the Mirpur area is
predominantly residential, with less commercial and other facilities, and therefore, Mirpur respondents
needed to travel greater distances to satisfy their weekend needs as people travel for shopping etc.
in commercial areas during weekends. In the case of road connectivity, Mirpur showed relatively better
connectivity than Dhanmondi, displaying more intersections per square mile within a respondent’s
activity areas.

Cronbach’s alpha values derived from confirmatory factor analysis for most of the attitude-based
factors were found as more than 70% which indicates sufficient internal reliability. So, it can be said
that selection of perception related statements was satisfactory for this study. Among the 10 attitudinal
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factors, five factors (perceived neighborhood amenities, car attachment, monetary concerns,
transit preferences, perceived daily travel area and environmental concern) showed a significant
impact on weekend activity space of individual respondents but no significant influence on weekday
activity space.

In case of an individual respondent’s weekday and weekend model developed by an artificial
neural network, bias towards trip characteristics (distance, duration, and cost) were found in the results.
Individual models showed relatively more error percentage in explaining the dependent variable in
comparison to the household models. On the other hand, individual models developed with the help
of multiple regression analysis also showed significance of the trip-related variables (travel distance,
duration etc.), but apart from that in the weekday model, young age group and lower income group
significantly affected the dependent variable (activity space) and transit use, lower-middle income
group (monthly income USD 177–354) were found as significant variables in the case of the weekend
model. From the co-efficient values, it was found that female, unemployed, and retired respondents;
comparatively young age group, high income group, lower education level, and single persons had
a smaller activity space during weekdays. In the case of weekend travel, people who worked from
home, females, unemployed, govt. service holder and retired respondents; aged people, both low- and
high-income group, both lower and more highly educated people and unmarried (single) respondents
had a smaller activity space.

While interpreting household model developed for weekdays and weekends, household models
were found to be much better in terms of model fit (regression) and minimum error level (ANN vmodel)
in comparison to the individual ones. Model estimation results showed that mainly D variables
(density and destination accessibility) and household size were consistently the most significant
explanatory variables that influenced the magnitude of the household’s activity space indices during
weekends. D variables were not used in individual models as individual socio-economic characteristics,
attitudes, travel/trip characteristics were included as explanatory variables in that model. On the
other hand, in the household model, household characteristics, land use characteristics (urban form:
D variables), population characteristics were included as these features are similar for all members of
one household as these are location-based variables (spatial variable). Higher density population and
higher density of offices (job locations) within a household’s activity space decreased the weekday
activity space. Besides these, better traffic conditions with well-connected road networks and large
household sizes also reduced activity space of households during weekdays. Like with the weekday
findings, D variables (higher density of offices, schools, shops) and more car use reduced activity space
during weekend for households. Unlike the weekday findings, smaller households were found to
have a smaller activity space for weekends.

While interpreting the model summary of the four multiple regression models developed in
this paper, comparatively low R2 and adjusted R2 values were observed in the case of the first two
models. It can be explained since attitude-related variables (subjective behavior of people) were
included as predictor (independent) variables for the first two models, while land use characteristics
were included in the latter two models and represent a better model fit. R-square, even when small,
can be significantly different from 0, indicating that the regression model has statistically significant
explanatory power. A small R-square could have important implications. In social or behavioral
science, to examine the effectiveness of a factor, the size of R2 does not matter.

From the accessibility of opportunities analysis, each household was found to have at least
one school, hospital, retail shop and restaurant facility for both weekday and weekend trips
within their activity space. Using a travel diary collected on seven consecutive days in the DMA
area, we examined weekday-to-weekend variability of individual and household activity spaces.
Furthermore, household and individuals’ interpersonal and intrapersonal variability in activity space
indices were examined systematically. The RNB of activity locations increased during the weekday.
However. households with two dependent children from the 4–14 years age group, with two elderly
persons above 65 years, with motorized vehicles ownership (motorcycle and CNG ownership, not car)
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and without-car households tended to have activity centroids farther from their home locations during
weekends. Dhanmondi respondents had a larger activity space during weekdays in comparison
to the Mirpur weekday activity space. Additionally, weekday-to-weekend variability was much
larger in Dhanmondi in comparison to Mirpur. Single-person or more-than-two-member households
had a smaller activity space during weekdays. Individual day-to-day variability was less during
weekdays than at the weekend. Male respondents were found to have a larger activity space in
comparison to females during both weekdays and weekends which is somewhat expected due to
the social context of Bangladesh. Comparatively young age group respondents with an education
level of a higher secondary degree visited more distant places during weekends in comparison to
weekdays. High-income respondents had lower activity space values in comparison to other income
category people and visited activity locations farther from home on weekdays in comparison to their
weekend travel.

In our case of a developing country, it was found that D variables and travel,
household characteristics were more significant than socioeconomic characteristics and perceptions
(personal attitude) in shaping daily activity locations across urban space. Household activity space
models showed better model fit than individual models. This conclusion should, however, be treated
with caution as context varies from place to place. Even though objective (quantitative) measures were
proved to be more powerful rather than subjective human behavior and characteristics here, we cannot
say that these findings can also be generalized for developed world cities. It is indeed true that most
studies on activity spaces are Western-based, and this study might add new insights from a developing
country like Bangladesh; however, the extent to which the findings of this study are different or
comparable to those Western studies requires a similar detailed study. Some suggestions for further
work are as follows: study sub-area-wise models can be developed and household characteristics
(HH size, number of cars used etc.) can be included as predictors in an individual model which was
not done in this paper.

The difference between the activity space measurement methods is mainly related to the street
pattern. For grid road networks (high connectivity), the difference between the circular method
and network-based methods is moderate with the latter offering only slight improvements in the
representation of a local neighborhood. However, for irregular road networks (lower connectivity)
in suburban settings, the circular method becomes a much less useful approximation compared to
those that account for the structure of the road network. As this study’s two sub-areas hold both
characteristics regarding road networks (Dhanmondi with grid iron pattern and Mirpur with irregular
road network connectivity), the use of shortest path network with road network buffer as an activity
space measurement tool can be said to be sufficient. Two major limitations of some activity space
studies are mentioned in Chen and Akar (2016) [53]. One limitation is related to the residential
self-selection effect. If the survey database does not contain individual panel data or have attitudinal
variables, the ability to deal with residential self-selection issues will be limited. However, the inclusion
of socio demographics can control for this effect to some extent. Another limitation is not to have
specific longitudes and latitudes of origins, destinations, and residential locations provided by survey
organization. This restriction affects the accuracy of calculating activity spaces to a certain degree.
However, the grid-cell approach can provide an alternative for operationalizing activity space when
data are limited. However, our study database does not have any of these limitations.
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